Collaborative Resilience: Moving Through Crisis to Opportunity, Bruce Evan Goldstein, 2012, 0262516454, 9780262516457. Crisis—whether natural disaster, technological failure, economic collapse, or shocking acts of violence—can offer opportunities for collaboration, consensus building, and transformative social change. Communities often experience a surge of collective energy and purpose in the aftermath of crisis. Rather than rely on government and private-sector efforts to deal with crises through prevention and mitigation, we can harness post-crisis forces for recovery and change through innovative collaborative planning. Drawing on recent work in the fields of planning and natural resource management, this book examines a range of efforts to enhance resilience through collaboration, describing communities that have survived and even thrived by building trust and interdependence. These collaborative efforts include environmental assessment methods in Cozumel, Mexico; the governance of a "climate protected community" in the Blackfoot Valley of Montana; fisheries management in Southeast Asia's Mekong region; and the restoration of natural fire regimes in U.S. forests. In addition to describing the many forms that collaboration can take—including consensus processes, learning networks, and truth and reconciliation commissions—the authors argue that collaborative resilience requires redefining the idea of resilience itself. A resilient system is not just discovered through good science; it emerges as a community debates and defines ecological and social features of the system and appropriate scales of activity. Poised between collaborative practice and resilience analysis, collaborative resilience is both a process and an outcome of collective engagement with social-ecological complexity.


Canada and the Canadians, George Woodcock, 1970, 0195401743, 9780195401745.
Negativeland, Doug Nufer, 2004, 1570271593, 9781570271595. Fiction. Experimental Writing. This rueful tale follows an Olympic gold medal winner and his girlfriend on a cross-country trip to revisit his brief moment of triumph and his subsequent long haul on the promotions circuit. Composed in the tradition of constraint writing, Nufer's smart, flirtatious tour-de-force combines comic gusto and technical virtuosity, while providing penetrating thoughts on our country's obsession with private foibles and public image. Rebecca Brown lauds this "brainy, babby, wry" work as "more fun than a crossword puzzle at a linguists' convention," while Michael Upchurch deems NEGATIVELAND "an intricate, multi-layered masterpiece by a writer who's a true original."


It's a Small World, Marian Wu, 2006, 0195451457, 9780195451450.

Hand in Hand a Military Family, Janice Hale-Harris, Sr., 2013, 0985547936, 9780985547936. Military life not only separates families, it disconnects friends when their parents are deployed. Meet four inquisitive young girls as they discover how to embrace friendship, work through loss and offer an amazing gift of love to the world. Nana Rose, Madison's grandmother and family rock, takes Madison and her friends on a journey that becomes the beginning of a life-changing experience. The movement the girls share with their classmates takes on a life of its own, becoming a worldwide phenomenon.

City Beautiful: The First 100 Years of the Christchurch Beautifying Association, Thelma Strongman, 1999, 0958370664, 9780958370660.

Remembering Riverside and Beyond: A Pictorial History of Swan Hill Lawn Tennis Club, 1900-2000, Graham Gardner, 2000, 0957805306, 9780957805309.

The Professional Commodity Trader, Stanley Kroll, 1985, 0934380090, 9780934380096.

for many people. Further development of groundwater resources is fundamental to increasing access to safe water across
the continent to meet coverage targets and reduce poverty. There is also an increasing interest in the use of
groundwater for irrigated agriculture as the climate becomes more variable. Sustainable development of the resource is
not a trivial task and depends crucially on an understanding of the hydrogeology and people with the skills to make
informed decisions on how groundwater can best be developed and managed in a sustainable fashion. Despite these
obvious needs, however, little attention has been paid to the systematic gathering of information about groundwater
resources in the past few decades, with the result that data are patchy, knowledge is limited and investment is poorly
targeted. This book was written to start to bridge the knowledge gap. The 29 chapters are written by a combination of
practitioners and researchers mainly from within Africa using experience from recent and ongoing projects. The chapters
highlight the complexity and variety of issues surrounding the development and management of groundwater resources
across Africa, and provide a snapshot of groundwater research and application in the early 21st century. Chapters range
from strategic discussions of the role of groundwater in development and poverty reduction, to case studies on
techniques used to develop groundwater, and modelling methods for managing groundwater systems.

Genealogical computing--the beginning, Paul Arthur Andereck, 1984, 0961276428, 9780961276423.
Santa Fe Shadows Whisper: A History of the Alarid and Moya Families, Waldo Alarid, 1997, 0962897450,
9780962897450.
Investigation on Cold Fusion Phenomena Using Gas-Metal Loading Experiments, F. Lanza, 1992, 0119730812,
9780119730814.
Farm, Forge and Factory: The Life of a Village One Hundred Years Ago, Cliff Hardy, 1992, 0951981102,
9780951981108.
teenagers went on a shooting rampage at Columbine High School. That day, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold killed twelve
fellow students and a teacher, as well as wounding twenty-four other people, before they killed themselves. Although
there have been other books written about the tragedy, this is the first serious, impartial investigation into the cultural,
environmental, and psychological causes of the massacre. Based on first-hand interviews and a thorough reading of the
relevant literature, Ralph Larkin examines the numerous factors that led the two young men to plan and carry out their
deed. For Harris and Klebold, Larkin concludes, the carnage was an act of revenge against the "jocks" who had harassed
and humiliated them, retribution against evangelical students who acted as if they were morally superior, an acting out of
the mythology of right-wing paramilitary organization members to "die in a blaze of glory," and a deep desire for
notoriety. Rather than simply looking at Columbine as a crucible for all school violence, Larkin places the tragedy in its
proper context, and in doing so, examines its causes and meaning.
Vampire Vultures, John Fahey, 2003, 0965618374, 9780965618373. A wide range of memoir-like pieces, including interviews, letters, and verse, makes this collection a fitting companion to Fahey's How Bluegrass Music Destroyed My Life. Published posthumously, this volume rounds out the life of the legendary guitarist and composer, providing more backstory behind his creative ferocity. The stories provide a personal view into decades of his poignant insights into life and music.


The Frog Bride, Antonia Barber, 2010, 1847800440, 9781847800442. A Russian tsar tells each of his three sons to shoot an arrow and marry the woman he finds where the arrow lands. Imagine the feelings of the youngest son when he discovers a large frog holding his arrow in her mouth. He marries the frog, only to discover that each night she changes into a beautiful princess. But will he ever have a flesh-and-blood human wife to call his own? Virginia Lee's haunting, other-worldly illustrations transform Antonia Barber's elegant retelling of a Russian folk tale into an enchanting fairytale classic.


Informix database administrator's survival guide, Joe Lumley, 1995, 0131243144, 9780131243149. For novice Informix OnLine database administrators. Designed to help ease novice Informix OnLine database administrators comfortably into the job, this innovative guidebook pulls together information that is scattered across volumes of system documentation. Based on first-hand experience in the workplace, it covers all aspects of day-to-day database administration both technical and political and includes everything from samples of helpful source code and tips on using utilities to monitor and tune the database, to suggestions on how to handle different types of people and deal with office politics.


Winnie the Witch, Anthony Clark, Korky Paul, Valerie Thomas, 2001, 1849437963, 9781849437967. Winnie the Witch uses her magic to solve some very practical problems. But the results are never quite as she imagined... One day after turning everything in her house black to hide the mess, she discovers she can no longer see her black cat Wilbur. So she decides to use a bit of magic, and that's when the trouble really starts... This wonderful new play for children brings together all three books in the award-winning Winnie the Witch series which have delighted children all over the world. This is the perfect opportunity to introduce children aged 3 to 6 to the excitement of live theatre.
The Eye of the Heart: An Introduction to Sufism and the Major Tariqats of Anatolia and the Balkans, Yaar Nuri Ztrk, 1988, 9754130248, 9789754130249.


Before It Is Too Late, Sheila A. Jeter, Frankie L. Jeter, 1986, 0961744707, 9780961744700.


In the beginning there was Jorge de Sena's Genesis: the birth of a writer, Francisco Cota Fagundes, Jorge de Sena, 1991, 0942208242, 9780942208245.

Communication--Bridging the Worlds of the Deaf and the Hearing, Toth, Anne, 2002, 0973046015, 9780973046014.

Toxic Legacy: Synthetic Toxins in the Food, Water and Air of American Cities, Patrick Sullivan, James J.J. Clark, Franklin J. Agardy, Paul E. Rosenfeld, 2010, 0080466478, 9780080466477. Any professional examination of existing or potential new toxins in a population must account for those already present from past problems and natural conditions. Toxic Legacy provides extensive information on the occurrence of chemical hazards and their potential dangers in combinations in the food, water and air in cities around the United States. The book illustrates consumer preferences for specific food and water products, as well as particular diets and discusses the toxicity and risks associated with our exposure to synthetic chemicals. The authors offer unique guidance to environmental engineers, scientists, process engineers, and planners and specify what steps can be taken to limit exposure to complex chemical mixtures. *Includes strategies for minimizing our exposure to chemical mixtures* Provides detailed analysis of hazards associated with exposure to chemical mixtures from multiple sources* Presents chemical data on the food, water and air for 36 metropolitan areas in the United States.

Kusamakura, Natsume Soseki, 2008, 1101097558, 9781101097557. A stunning new translation—the first in more than forty years—of a major novel by the father of modern Japanese fiction Natsume S?seki's Kusamakura follows its nameless young artist-narrator on a meandering walking tour of the mountains. At the inn at a hot spring resort, he has a series of mysterious encounters with Nami, the lovely young daughter of the establishment. Nami, or "beauty," is the center of this elegant novel, the still point around which the artist moves and the enigmatic subject of S?seki's word painting. In the author's words, Kusamakura is "a haiku-style novel, that lives through beauty." Written at a time when Japan was opening its doors to the rest of the world, Kusamakura turns inward, to the pristine mountain idyll and the taciturn lyricism of its courtship scenes, enshrining the essence of old Japan in a work of enchanting literary nostalgia.

Fresh Splash, Phoebe Loomes, 2009, 0958609667, 9780958609661.


A Short History of Mousehole, with Personal Recollections, Nettie Mann Pender, 1970, 0950147206, 9780950147208.

LONGMAN CORNERSTONE. C (ASSESSMENT), ANNA UHL CHAMOT, 2009, 0137131216, 9780137131211.

Nutritional management of renal disease, Issue 976, Joel D. Kopple, 1997, 068304740X, 9780683047400. This in-depth review of metabolism and nutritional management of patients with renal disease is now in its Second Edition! Chapter topics are clearly defined and each chapter integrates basic and clinical sciences. Illustrations, diagrams, and tables enhance the text. New features include the latest National Kidney Foundation Clinical Practice Guidelines on Nutrition in Chronic Renal Failure; the most recent scientific discoveries and the latest techniques for assessing nutritional status in renal disease; and literature reviews on patients who receive continuous veno-venous hemofiltration with or without dialysis. An easy-to-use book for busy clinicians, with extensive and up-to-date references, it provides information relevant to everyday practice.


Network Management 100 Success Secrets - The Complete Guide to Network Management Software, Tools, Systems, Services and Performance management, Gerard Blokdijk, 2008, 0980471680, 9780980471687. There has never been a Network Management manual like this. 100 Success Secrets is not about the ins and outs of Network Management. Instead, it answers the top 100 questions that we are asked and those we come across in forums, our consultancy and education programs. It tells you exactly how to deal with those questions, with tips that have never before been offered in print. This book is also not about Network Management's best practice and standards details. Instead, it introduces everything you want to know to be successful with Network Management.

Under a Blue Flag: A Novel, Daniel Putkowski, 2011, 0981595928, 9780981595924. Fifteen years ago, Luz Revilla sent her only son, off to become a man. Now, she learns he is returning to San Nicolaas, Aruba, with Nathan Beck, the tugboat captain who raised him. Soon rumors and innuendo rule her life as she prepares for the arrival of a son she barely knows and for a future she's only dreamed about. Events of the past catch up to the present with old grudges resurfacing even as former enemies become new friends.


Science Content Reader Collection Grade 2: Science Reader, HSP, 2006, 0153557230, 9780153557231.

Animal Farm: A Fairy Story, George Orwell, 2009, 0547370229, 9780547370224. George Orwell's classic satire of the Russian Revolution is an intimate part of our contemporary culture. It is the account of the bold struggle, initiated by the animals, that transforms Mr. Jones's Manor Farm into Animal Farm--a wholly democratic society built on the credo that All
Animals Are Created Equal. Out of their cleverness, the pigs Napoleon, Squealer, and Snowball emerge as leaders of the new community in a subtle evolution that proves disastrous. The climax is the brutal betrayal of the faithful horse Boxer, when totalitarian rule is reestablished with the bloodstained postscript to the founding slogan: But some Animals Are More Equal Than Others. . . .

Cashel Byron's Profession, Bernard Shaw, Anthony Lejeune, 2009, 095591566X, 9780955915666. George Bernard Shaw was obsessed with prize-fighting all his life he entered the English Amateur Boxing Association Championship as middleweight and this racy, romantic adventure story superbly evokes the bruised knuckles and raw hopes of the ringside. After pole-axing his mathematics master with a perfect right, Cashel Byron, the unloved son of a successful actress, runs away to Australia. He returns, and becomes the most famous fighter of his age, only to be floored by the lovely and impossible Lydia Carew.

Book crush: for kids and teens : recommended reading for every mood, moment, and interest, Nancy Pearl, 2007, 1570615004, 9781570615009. Parents, teachers, and librarians are often puzzled by the seemingly endless choices for reading material for young people. Whats good, whats trash, whats going to hold their interest? Nancy Pearl, Americas favorite librarian, has read widely in all the genres and happily points the way in Book Crush. Divided into three sections Easy Books, Middle-Grade Readers, and Young Adult Book Crush makes wonderful reading connections by theme, setting, voice, and ideas. For horse lovers, Pearl recalls the classics (Black Beauty, Misty of Chincoteague), but in a creative twist connects Mr. Revere and I to the list. For middle-grade readers, she explores updated retellings of Greek myths and the best coming-of-age stories. Young adult readers get to know chick lit and much more. For those adults who feel stuck in a rut with Caldecott and Newberry winners and the ubiquitous Harry Potters, this fun, informed book offers new ways to stimulate young readers.


Ingram Collection of Modern British Art at the Lightbox, Michael Regan, Rib Davis, Peter Hall, Claire Bailey-Coombs, 2009, 0955516617, 9780955516610.

Urban& Community Life& 1search W/Res Nav Pk, ANONIMO, 2005, 0131645471, 9780131645479.

Reflections for an Age: Essays Contributed to The Age, Melbourne Between August 1980 and June 1994, James Ralph Darling, 2006, 097758710X, 9780977587100. Collection of the 391 essays produced by Sir James Darling in his fortnightly column 'Reflections'. Covering universal themes, topical matters and events as they occured, the essays also reflect Sir James's remarkable insight and wisdom, and his compassion and humour.

Loss, Grief and Growth Curriculum and Lesson Plans : Version 4.2, Ontario Funeral Service Association, Board of Funeral
Commodity Derivatives: Markets and Applications, Neil C. Schofield, 2011, 1119995086, 9781119995081. In Commodity Derivatives: Markets and Applications, Neil Schofield provides a complete and accessible reference for anyone working in, or studying commodity markets and their associated derivatives. Dealing primarily with over the counter structures, the book provides extensive coverage of both hard and soft commodities, including gold, crude oil, electricity, plastics, emissions and agricultural products. Using structures unique to the individual market, each chapter includes an explanation of the commodity and an analysis of its physical market, discussion on the typical patterns of demand and supply and the main factors that will influence the price of the commodity, and the main products. Each chapter focuses on how the products could be used along the physical supply chain and seeks to identify the main market risks and how they can be hedged. The book then brings into perspective how the structuring banks hedge their own resultant exposure and examines the attraction of OTC investment structures for the wholesale market. Commodity Derivatives: Markets and Applications is essential reading for those wishing to learn about the main features of the commodity markets, the mechanics of derivatives, and how they are applied.


Theory and Applications of Numerical Analysis, G. M. Phillips, Peter J. Taylor, 1996, 0080519121, 9780080519128. This text is a self-contained Second Edition, providing an introductory account of the main topics in numerical analysis. The book emphasizes both the theorems which show the underlying rigorous mathematics and the algorithms which define precisely how to program the numerical methods. Both theoretical and practical examples are included.* a unique blend of theory and applications* two brand new chapters on eigenvalues and splines* inclusion of formal algorithms*
numerous fully worked examples* a large number of problems, many with solutions

*Psalms, Hymns and Spirituals, Graham McKay*, 2006, 0971744424, 9780971744424.


Faith = Success: Go Ahead, Walk on Water, Earnest Claiborn, 2011, 0983832846, 9780983832843. Without Faith you will Fail, but with Faith you will Succeed! "Faith = Success: Go Ahead, Walk on Water" will unlock the doors to the mysteries of faith and give you keen insight and knowledge about faith. The Lord inspired me to write "Faith = Success: Go Ahead, Walk on Water" nearly ten years ago for the edification of the church, families, and individuals around the world. I have been working on this book for nearly ten years as God has directed me, and given me the wisdom and knowledge to write. Without a doubt, the wisdom and knowledge that you will learn from this book is going to change your life forever. Chapter titles from the book include: Crazy Faith: It Doesn't Make Sense 5 Kinds of Faith Enemies of Faith Unleash The Champion in You After reading "Faith = Success: Go Ahead, Walk on Water", and after applying these biblical principles, you will gain increased faith, spiritual growth, and victories in your life. This is the book you, your family, and friends have been waiting for. --from the Introduction

The People Process: A Manufacturing Story, Bill Beck, 1994, 0964446316, 9780964446311. THE PEOPLE PROCESS: A MANUFACTURING STORY was developed to capture the culture, business philosophy & management strategy of Phillips Plastics Corporation; a 120 million dollar a year custom injection molding business that has achieved a return on equity average of 24.4% each year since its inception in 1964. The book focuses on the commitment & work ethic of the rural Wisconsin people who are credited for much of the company's success. For 30 years Phillips Plastics has followed practices untypical of the modern American manufacturing corporation: factories "without walls;" an open door to the chief executive officer's & president's offices; teamwork; nurturing; first-come, first-serve parking places; a twin emphasis on high technology & education for their people; the true belief in & practice of concurrent engineering. From its start-up operations in a converted cheese factory, to ten manufacturing facilities employing over 1500 people, the company has prospered by combining the latest technologies in the marketplace, with the belief that people working together achieve more. This book tells Phillips Plastics' story - a people-story about one of the largest & most successful custom injection molders in the United States. To order contact Dani Boury at 715-262-5451.


The Birthday Present, Barbara Vine, 2008, 0143170252, 9780143170259. It's late spring of 1990 and a love affair is flourishing between Ivor Tesham, a thirty-three-year-old rising star of Margaret Thatcher's Conservative government, and Hebe Furnal, a stunning North London housewife stuck in a dull marriage. On the eve of Hebe's twenty-eighth birthday, Tesham decides to give her a present to remember: something far more memorable than, say, the costly string of pearls he's already lavished upon her. Years later, this gift will ruin his career, his family, and his life.

Permanent History of Penaluna's Van, Myrna Combellack, 2003, 0954191811, 9780954191818.

Cam Jansen: The Green School Mystery #28, David A. Adler, 2009, 1101136308, 9781101136300. Kids, parents, and teachers will love this eco-friendly mystery! Cam Jansen's school is going green! For each can or bottle Cam and her classmates bring in to be recycled, the school earns a nickel. How many cans and bottles did they bring in? And how much money did they earn? And where is all that money? Can Cam click! and use her photographic memory to solve this mystery?

Abraham Lincoln and Civil War America: A Biography, William E. Gienapp, 2002, 0195150996, 9780195150995. In Abraham Lincoln and Civil War America, historian William Gienapp provides a remarkably concise, up-to-date, and vibrant biography of the most revered figure in United States history. While the heart of the book focuses on the Civil War, Gienapp begins with a finely etched portrait of Lincoln's early life, from pioneer farm boy, to politician and lawyer in Springfield, to his stunning election as sixteenth president of the United States. We see how Lincoln grew during his years in office, how he developed a keen aptitude for military strategy and displayed enormous skill in dealing with his generals, and also how his war strategy evolved from a desire to preserve the Union to emancipation and total war. Gienapp shows how Lincoln's early years influenced his skills as commander-in-chief and also demonstrates that throughout the stresses of the war years, Lincoln's basic character shone through: his good will and fundamental decency, his remarkable self-confidence matched with genuine humility, his immunity to the passions and hatreds the war spawned, his extraordinary patience, and his timeless eloquence. A former backwoodsman and country lawyer, Abraham Lincoln rose to become one of our greatest presidents. This biography offers a vivid account of Lincoln's dramatic ascension to the pinnacle of American history.


My Escape from the Auto De Fe, Don F. Del La Mina, 1998, 0964391422, 9780964391420. In the difficult days of the Protestant Reformation, Don Fernando de la Mina, a rich Spanish nobleman, was arrested by the Inquisitors and sentenced to death for "heresy." Because of his reformed beliefs, he was about to be burned at the stake at the Auto de Fe (act of faith), when, through several incredible miracles of Providence, he made his escape.

Peptidases and Neuropeptide Processing, ISSN 1043-9471, A. Ian Smith, 1995, 0121852938, 9780121852931. The volumes in this series include contemporary techniques significant to a particular branch of neuroscience. They are an invaluable aid to the student as well as the experienced researcher not only in developing protocols in neuroscience but
in disciplines where research is becoming closely related to neuroscience. Each volume of Methods in Neuroscience contains an index, and each chapter includes references. Dr. Conn became Editor-in-Chief of the series beginning with Volume 15, so each subsequent volume could be guest-edited by an expert in that specific field. This further strengthens the depth of coverage in Methods in Neuroscience for students and researchers alike. Comprehensive protocols included for: * Enzymes involved in the activation of bioactive peptidases and proteins * Prohormone/neuropeptide processing pathways * Enzymes involved in peptide metabolism * Posttranslational processing enzymes

_Teachings of the Immortals: So... You Want To Be A Vampyre?, Mikal Nyght_ , 2013, 0976689774, 9780976689775. So... you want to be a vampire? This book can show you...

_Lemp: The Haunting History, Stephen P. Walker_ , 1989, 0963119702, 9780963119704. Includes the Genealogy of the Lemp family, the making of Falstaff beer, and the history of St. Louis, Mo.


_Island Flame, Karen Robards_ , 2012, 1451649819, 9781451649819. Dear Reader, It is difficult for an author to choose a favorite from among her own books, especially when she has been lucky enough as I have to make a career out of doing what she loves. But some stories are memorable because they mark an important milestone in an author’s life, and for me, perhaps none is more special than Island Flame my very first book. I was thrilled when it was published, and now, more than thirty years later, I am just as excited to share it again with you. Island Flame is a classic tale of romance on the high seas, featuring two extraordinary characters: the headstrong Lady Catherine Aldley and the legendary pirate Jonathan Hale. I don’t have to tell you that their tumultuous escapade sizzles with passion (lots of passion!), but what I hope you will take away most from Cathy and Jonathan is that dreams do come true in love and in life. Mine did, and I hope yours will too. I look forward to sharing many more adventures together in the future. Enjoy! Karen Robards

_Tritium in Fusion: Production, Uses and Environmental Impact, Silvano Tosti, Nicholas Ghirelli_ , 2013, 1624172709, 9781624172700. Tritium is a radioactive hydrogen isotope that is of interest for both civil and military applications. Most of tritium is used for the realization and the maintenance of fission and fusion nuclear weapons while only a minor fraction of tritium is commercially used. Among the non-military uses; medical diagnostic and research in pharmaceutical laboratories are discussed. For research purposes, tritium is also used in fusion power machines and, in particular, the development of processes for tritium recovery in the fusion fuel cycle has been the object of significant technological improvements. This book provides an overview on the processes for the production and treatment of tritium in nuclear fusion machines as well as the aspects of measurement, dose assessment and safety of tritium with a focus on the
impact to human health and the environment.


The Fun Seeker's San Francisco: The Ultimate Guide To One Of The World's Hottest Cities, Alan S. Davis, 2006, 0972915087, 9780972915083. The next city guide in The Fun Also Rises Travel Series, Davis uses extraordinary detail—with a unique focus on fun to provide the ultimate San Francisco experience.

Die ekonomie van staatsbesteding aan landbouvarsworing in Suid-Afrika, Christopher Francois Le Clus, 1975, 0949955914, 9780949955913.

The ABCs of Recovery from Mental Illness, Carol A. Kivler, 2012, 145660676X, 9781456606763. This handy pocket-sized guide presents 26 proven strategies that help those recovering from mental illness sustain their recovery. From "Accept your illness - it's not your fault" to "Zero in on taking care of yourself every single day," it's packed with practical suggestions for anyone striving to sustain good mental health. The author, Carol Kivler, was brought to her knees four times by "The Beast" - clinical depression. After her fourth episode she began exploring non-medical strategies for preventing relapse: "Journaling provided an outlet for getting things out of my head and onto paper. Quieting my mind throughout the day eased my racing thoughts. Scheduling activities on my calendar gave me something to look forward to. Recognizing how to 'be' instead of 'do' brought a sense of relief to my harried world." It's been 12+ years since Carol's last episode of depression. She credits the strategies in this book with helping her, and many others that she's shared them with, to sustain recovery and live a productive and fulfilling life. Each of the 26 strategies offers evocative insight into non-medical options that work.

My Cat, David Alderton, 1997, 095079015X, 9780950790152.


Spanish for Little Girls, Yvonne Crawford, 2011, 0984454829, 9780984454822. Most people learn a foreign language best when they are properly motivated. This workbook is designed to target the obsessions of little girls: princesses, tea parties, horses, and more. You and your daughter will open the door to the Spanish language while coloring flowers, playing memory games with different types of toys and hosting your own tea party in Spanish. This workbook is created especially for parents who do not have any prior knowledge of Spanish. You and your daughter can embark on a journey of learning a foreign language together. Everything you need is inside this workbook, including a pronunciation guide, dictionary and teaching hints.

Two Connected Houses, Mark Manders, Guggenheim Museum, 2010, 0973813377, 9780973813371.

Want to Be a Nobody: Striving for Anonymity, Jonathan Jolgrim, Frankie James, 2006, 1424112184, 9781424112180. In
his search for desolation and the simpler things in life, Patrick is thrown into a sadistic, cruel, and disturbingly real world that is carried out in the shadows of those in power. Entering a world where trust is neither given nor granted, and where laws are made to be broken, Patrick fears for his life as his paranoia grows stronger. Who can he trust, and would he be able to find out answers to all his questions before he, himself, would become the hunted? In Want to Be a Nobody, the reader is daringly taken to places that are not often frequented in novels. The novel tells the tale of how, by fate, two quite different worlds collide; the world of the disillusioned, and the world of the desperate. Want to Be a Nobody is an exciting, educational journey in which fiction and non-fiction is intriguingly difficult to discern.


**Cold Harbour, Jack Higgins**, 1999, 0140273360, 9780140273366.

**The Daffodil Affair, Michael Innes**, 1990, 014011498X, 9780140114980.


The issues of race, immigration, refugee policies and inter-ethnic conflict are daily copy in the world's media; so, too, is the growing resistance to the presence of newcomers. In this timely and engrossing collection of his recent writings, internationally recognized sociologist Peter Rose addresses each of these subjects. Concerned mainly with U.S. policies and practices, his assessments range from an examination of the post-1965 immigration of Asians and Latinos to the rhetoric of resentment and the shifting meanings of "multiculturalism" for white and non-white Americans today. The title essay, Tempest-Tost, is about the general plight of refugees. It sets the stage for the second, more narrowly focused section of the book: the making and implementing of U.S. refugee policy and the experiences of those who escaped from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos and who managed to resettle in the United States following the fall of Saigon. Here are informative meetings with United Nations officials and governmental representatives responsible for processing refugees; moving encounters with volunteers working for religious and secular relief agencies; and commentaries on many of those Rose met and observed in offices in Geneva, New York, Washington, and various west coast cities as well as in refugee centers and camps throughout southeast Asia. Included are interviews with caretakers, gatekeepers, guides and go-betweens, middle managers and directors of major refugee agencies, and some of those most affected by their forced migration, from a Lao family of simple tailors to Prince (now King) Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia. Tempest-Tost ends with commentaries and critiques of a number of important books on minorities in America. Combining forty years as a
social scientist, field researcher, and leading thinker on the problems of immigration, race, and ethnicity, with nearly as many years as an author, editor, and book reviewer, Peter Rose brings a unique set of prisms through which to assess the sociology of intergroup relations, the politics of rescue, and the writings of others on these subjects. His newest book illuminates the underlying issues that so stir the political waters.


*Garches 1234, Jef7rey Hildner*, 2005, 0974492221, 9780974492223.


*The last hours of Roberto Clemente, Yuyo Ruiz*, 1998, 0942347161, 9780942347166.

*Supervision of Police Personnel, Nathan F. Iannone, Marvin Iannone, Jeffrey L. Bernstein*, 2013, 0133056015, 9780133056013. This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. The must-read text for criminal justice students, prospective police supervisors, and police promotional exams. Supervision of Police Personnel, Eighth Edition, offers complete coverage of the principles and practices of police supervision for leadership training of supervisors in law enforcement and allied fields. This newly updated text explores relationships involved in individual and group management methods and the practical techniques for carrying out the various responsibilities of the police supervisor. Discussions focus on real issues faced by police supervisors in interpersonal, operational, and administrative relationships. Written by experienced police officers, the text presents time-tested content that is an indispensable resource for promotional exams.

*Which of My Selves Do You Wish to Speak To?: Selected Poems, Shiv Kumar Kumar*, 2011, 0143065106, 9780143065104.

*Kids' Crazy Art Concoctions: 50 Mysterious Mixtures for Art and Craft Fun, Jill Frankel Hauser*, 1998, 1885593287, 9781885593283. For ages 9 to 12 years. Squish, squash, mush, and mash. With Kids' Crazy Art Concoctions, children mix
up the most fascinating paints, doughs, pastes, and unbelievable special papers -- making fun and funky art while they're
at it. Creativity will blossom as kids experiment with thick paints like Vincent Van Gogh used, or go wild creating a no-
brush painting in the spirit of Jackson Pollock -- all with paints they concoct themselves.

The Million Dollar Book Writing Formula: It Can Make You Rich (Even If You Can't Write!), Larry Oxenham , 1988,
0943813026, 9780943813028.

of this bestseller, the only book to cover this range of ethical issues with attention both to the roundedness and individual
integrity of each religious tradition and to focused issues which are of contemporary interest. The format of the book has
not changed. It provides for parallel study of the values held by different communities, exploring the ethical foundations
of Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Each section introduces a different religion and sets
the wider context within which more specific questions can be asked. Individual topics can be accessed and understood
not only within a tradition as a whole but also across traditions through careful indexing. The following topics are then
addressed as appropriate to the given traditions: Religious Identity and Authority Personal and Private? Marriage and
Family Influence on and Use of Time and Money Quality and Value of Life Questions of Right and Wrong Equality and
Difference National Divisions, War and Peace Global Issues Key features * Each section is written by a specialist in that
religious tradition, who in some cases is also an 'insider' and in the other cases has worked closely and in a respected and
respectful way with members of that tradition. * Individual topics can be accessed and understood not only within a
tradition as a whole but also across traditions through careful indexing * Additions to the text include subsections on
reproduction, vegetarianism, just war and terrorism; and new material on weapons of mass destruction and pre-emptive
strikes and genetic modification

One Hundred Days, Admiral Sandy Woodward , 2012, 0007436408, 9780007436408. Updated for the 30th anniversary
of the Falklands War, this is the bestselling, highly-acclaimed and most famous account of the conflict, written by the
commander of the British Task Force.


Wheaton Aston as it was: A Selection of Photographs Donated by the People of Wheaton Aston, , 1991, 0951814206,
9780951814208.

Kent County, Michigan: Marriage and Death Newspaper Notices : Newspaper Notices from Michigan Newspapers at the
Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan, Marguerite Novy Lambert, James N.
Jackson , 2001, 0943112230, 9780943112237.

Insurance Companies (Overseas Life Assurance Business) (Compliance) Regulations 1995: Income Tax, Great Britain,
The Electronics Industry of India, 2001, 0970717407, 9780970717405.

The Roaring '80s, Adam Smith, 1989, 0140128115, 9780140128116. The bad news and good news about the 1980s is delivered here with incomparable wit and wisdom. Smith characterizes the '80s as an era of easy debt and easy spending where "it is not only okay to be rich; it is okay to flaunt it". Smith is the host of the PBS television show "Adam Smith's Money World".

Family Guy: Hall of Shame: Featuring Wicked Sweet Sounds, Running Press, Sam Stall, 2013, 0762448679, 9780762448678. With this book, Family Guy fans can experience some of the best lines and running gags from Peter, Stewie, Brian, and company. The book is a Hall of Shame from 10 seasons of the show, chosen by the show creators and writers themselves. Topics include Best Peter vs. the Giant Chicken fight, Best Drunk Quote from Brian, Most Diabolical Line Stewie Ever Said Under His Breath, and much more! Illustrated by lots of colorful screen grabs, this interactive book is complete with 8 sound buttons so readers can hear memorably hilarious lines from fan favorites.


CCH Federal Taxation: Basic Principles 2013, Ephrain P. Smith, Philip J. Harmelink, James R. Hasselback, 2012, 0808029746, 9780808029748. CCH's 2013 Federal Taxation: Basic Principles is a popular first-level tax course textbook that provides a clear concise explanation of the fundamental tax concepts covering both tax planning and compliance. Basic Principles strikes a perfect balance between the AICPA model curriculum (focusing on business tax) and the demands favored by most teachers (covering the fundamentals and building toward the complex). The book is also a favorite in distant learning, because of its clarity and direct approach--and it is also used in special programs like CFP courses. Basic Principles covers the core tax concepts and principles, including individual taxation, gross income, deductions, credits, property transactions, accounting methods and periods, deferred compensation, retirement plans, partnerships, corporations, trusts and estates, and tax planning for individuals. It is written by an editorial board of tax teachers that includes members who are currently active in the American Accounting Association, American Taxation Association, the National Tax Challenge, CFP education, CPE lectures, CPA preparation and other programs, so you can be assured that the text is allied with real-world educational outcomes. FOR ADOPTING TEACHERS: Instructors adopting Federal Taxation: Basic Principles also receive a looseleaf Instructor's Guide that includes the following helpful features: 1) Course outlines and AICPA Model Tax Curriculum outlines that show how the text can be used by teachers in various types of courses. 2) Summary of each chapter to provide the adopter with a quick view of what's covered and to facilitate course preparation and development of lesson plans. 3) Answers to both the Keystone Problems and End-of-Chapter Problems in each chapter in the book. 4) Tes

Claude McKay, Code Name Sasha: Queer Black Marxism and the Harlem Renaissance, Gary Edward Holcomb, 2009,
"Sasha" was the code name adopted by Harlem Renaissance writer Claude McKay (1889-1948) to foil investigations of his life and work. Over a period of two decades, the FBI, U.S. State Department, British police and intelligence, and French law enforcement and colonial authorities took turns harassing McKay, an openly gay, Marxist, Jamaican expatriate who had left the United States and was living in Europe. In this study of four of McKay's texts—the first literary, cultural, and historical analysis to address the multilayered "queer black anarchism" in McKay's writings—Holcomb argues that McKay's "fringe" perspective not only targeted him for investigation but also contributed to a declining literary reputation. Perceived as mystifying and unacceptable because of his dedication to communism, McKay is perplexing and difficult to classify within the traditional constructs of the Harlem Renaissance. The problem that McKay's transnational, aesthetically itinerant writing inevitably has posed is where to locate him. In recent years, access into McKay's work has been transformed by new methods of interpreting the politics of literary texts, the growing significance of transnationality in literary and cultural analysis, and the impact of "queer theory." Holcomb analyzes three of the most important works in McKay's career—the Jazz Age bestseller "Home to Harlem," the ngritude manifesto Banjo, and the unpublished "Romance in Marseille." Holcomb uncovers ways in which "Home to Harlem" assembles a homefront queer black anarchism, and treats Banjo as a novel that portrays Marxist internationalist sexual dissidence. Among the most notable contributions to black modernist study, Holcomb's scholarship is the first to assess the consequence of McKay's landmark "Romance in Marseile," a text that is, despite its absence from broad public access for nearly 80 years, conceivably the most significant early black diaspora text. Finally, he examines McKay's extensive FBI file and his late-1930s autobiography, "A Long Way from Home," in which McKay disguises his past as a means of eluding his harassers. The memoir is essential to understanding McKay's first three novels. Relying on queer theory and related language-oriented approaches, moreover, this study emphasizes that the key to McKay's queer black Marxism lies as much in confronting his textual absence as it does in rereading the author historically.

**A School for Pregnant Teens: Starting the Balfour Special Tutorial Project, Sherrie Tutt**, 2012, 0987964348, 9780987964342.

**David Davies 1864-1939, Cameron Sparks, Ballarat Fine Art Gallery, David Davies, National Australia Bank, Victoria, Victorian Ministry for the Arts**, 1984, 0959753699, 9780959753691.

**Maintaining Motivation: Designing a Balanced Successful Life, Matthew Mohr**, 2002, 0970925115, 9780970925114. This inspiring read tells of how one man recognized and applied many of life's lessons while overcoming a tragic medical catastrophe. "Maintaining Motivation" was written to inspire the reader to take action to create a better life.

**Essentials of Geology, Lutgens & Tarbuck, Tarbuck, Frederick K. Lutgens**, 2007, 1428830960, 9781428830967. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are


A Practical Guide to Working with TRIPS, Antony Taubman, 2011, 0199575207, 9780199575206. This book is a concise and accessible guide to the practical workings of the TRIPS agreement (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) for policymakers and their legal advisers. The book offers a unique insider's account of how the international rules of IP function in practice within a broader legal framework that consists of WTO law and dispute resolution procedures. It clarifies how IP law and trade law must be dealt with in a coherent and sustainable manner, and provides practical guidance on how to read public policy objectives into the formulation and application of IP laws and related regulation, within the legal framework established by TRIPS. The book is concise and clear, and cuts through the textual clutter and complexity that afflicts policymaking and negotiation under the TRIPS regime.


Hers, Alfred Alvarez, 1975, .

PM Science Facts Yellow Level 8-9 My Zoo Album, Annette Smith, Heather Hammonds, Julie Haydon, 2006, 0170124037, 9780170124034. 'My Zoo Album' is a photo album of a girl and her dade(tm)s trip to the zoo. The girl describes the different animals at the zoo and some facts about the animals.

Coincidences, Jim Plaskett, 2000, 0950944165, 9780950944166.

Women and the weight loss tamasha, Diwekar, Rujuta, 2011, 9380658338, 9789380658339. Bring back the tone in your body, the glow on your face and the sense in your head. Let's and the Weight Loss Tamasha!

Kant's Theory of Knowledge : An Analytical Introduction: An Analytical Introduction, Georges Dicker Professor of Philosophy SUNY Brockport, 2004, 0198034938, 9780198034933. The Critique of Pure Reason is Kant's acknowledged masterpiece, in which he tackles the question of how we can possibly have knowledge that does not rest on experience (a priori knowledge). The first half of the Critique advances a constructive theory of human cognition and defends the possibility of human knowledge against the skeptical empiricism of Hume. These sections of the Critique are difficult for beginners and for advanced students alike. While there exist many scholarly works discussing the Critique on an advanced level, this book is explicitly designed to be read alongside the text by first-time readers of Kant. Dicker makes Kant's views and arguments as accessible as possible without oversimplifying them, and synthesizes the views of contemporary scholars. Kant's Theory of Knowledge will be useful to both undergraduate and graduate students
struggling with this notoriously difficult yet deeply influential thinker.

The Angellove Society: Crux, Serban Andrei Mazilu, 2013, 0988742373, 9780988742376. The mysterious planet Crux suffers silently with a terrible ancient curse. Holy entities and scheming lords of Hell manipulate their children like pawns in an agonizingly long game of chess, while the first Cherub Innanna, creator of the realm and savior of the Nephalem, is shackled inside a pocket dimension in eternal exile. Meanwhile a savior - the mysterious Nilithar - is summoned to Crux. The events to follow haven't caught only the attention of the Cruxians, but the Angellove Society's as well. The fabled group investigates the ancient prophecy through Thomas and Andrew, a powerful half-vampire and a mage of unthinkable potential, who travel across galaxies to find the girl. Forces beyond imagination will clash in an epic battle of Light versus Darkness, as Crux changes not only its landscape, but its inhabitants as well, and the strangest and most unlikely of heroes will rise and stand against complete annihilation.


Under the Mango Tree: And Other Stories, Sammy Gaspar, 2005, 0954286081, 9780954286088.

World History: Connections to Today: Reading and Vocabulary Study Guide, Modern, Prentice Hall (School Division), .


Modern sculpture reader, Jon Wood, David Hulks, Alex Potts, 2007, 190546200X, 9781905462001.

Treat Your Own Neck (Dutch, Out of Print), R. McKenzie, 1986, 0959774637, 9780959774634.


What Would My Cell Phone Do?, Micol Ostow, 2011, 0142414697, 9780142414699. When Aggie Eckhart's family moves from Miami, Florida, to Denville, Alaska, because of her father's job, Aggie feels like a fish out of water. Not only is frozen Denville a far cry from sunny Miami, but she's got no friends, her mother is driving her crazy, and she loses her cell phone within the first month cutting off her lifeline to civilization. But when an online search for her phone (using the schmancy built-in GPS tracker) reveals that the cell is enjoying life up north much more than Aggie is, she adopts a whole new outlook. No more woe-is-me, now it's all WWMCPD (What Would My Cell Phone Do)? And before Aggie knows it,
things are looking a whole lot brighter in this charming, fun, and lighthearted YA romance.


**Chronicle in Stone, Ismail Kadare**, 1988, 0941533506, 9780941533508. Chronicle in Stone...is epic in its simplicity; the history of a young Albanian and a primitive Albania awakening into the modern world. Michael Dregni, Minneapolis Star Tribune

**Webster's New World Dictionary of Culinary Arts.**, 2001, 0130966223, 9780130966223. This unique, exceptionally comprehensive dictionary of the culinary arts defines approximately 20,000 terms (including foreign terms from all the world's cuisines, not just European). The entries are drawn from such varied categories as: foods, international foods, prepared dishes, preparation and cooking methods, tools and equipment, food chemistry, beers, spirits, and wines, hospitality and restaurant management, nutrition, food safety and sanitation, chef biographies, food history, and gastronomy. Measurement and conversion charts, phonetic pronunciations, cross-references, and origins and usage designations will be useful to professional or amateur chefs or anyone who simply enjoys food.

**The Holistic Orchard: Tree Fruits and Berries the Biological Way, Michael Phillips**, 2012, 1603584072, 9781603584074. Many people want to grow fruit on a small scale but lack the insight to be successful orchardists. Growing tree fruits and berries is something virtually anyone with space and passionate desire can do - given wise guidance and a personal commitment to observe the teachings of the trees. A holistic grower knows that producing fruit is not about manipulating nature but more importantly, fostering nature. Orcharding then becomes a fascinating adventure sure to provide your family with all sorts of mouth-watering fruit. The Holistic Orchard demystifies the basic skills everybody should know about the inner-workings of the orchard ecosystem, as well as orchard design, soil biology, and organic health management. Detailed insights on grafting, planting, pruning, and choosing the right varieties for your climate are also included, along with a step-by-step instructional calendar to guide growers through the entire orchard year. The extensive profiles of pome fruits (apples, pears, asian pears, quinces), stone fruits (cherries, peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums), and berries (raspberries, blackberries, blueberries, gooseberries, currants, and elderberries) will quickly have you savoring the prospects. Phillips completely changed the conversation about healthy orcharding with his first bestselling book, The Apple Grower, and now he takes that dialogue even further, drawing connections between home orcharding and permaculture; the importance of native pollinators; the world of understory plantings with shade-tolerant berry bushes and other insectary plants; detailed information on cover crops and biodiversity; and the newest research on safe, homegrown solutions to pest and disease challenges. All along the way, Phillips' expertise and enthusiasm for healthy growing shines through, as does his ability to put the usual horticultural facts into an integrated ecology perspective. This book will inspire beginners as well as provide deeper answers for experienced fruit growers looking for
scientific organic approaches. Exciting times lie ahead for those who now have every reason in the world to confidently plant that very first fruit tree!

The Language of Yes, Kevin Crossley-Holland, 1996, 187061237X, 9781870612371. One of the best-known and most highly regarded English poets of his generation. This new collection includes many references to his American experiences. In his title poem Crossley-Holland notes that the mainspring of affirmation is curiosity and wri

The Bloody Best, 1983, 0959215867, 9780959215861.

Laboratory Manual for Introductory Chemistry: Concepts and Critical Thinking, Charles H. Corwin, 2012, 0321849906, 9780321849908. This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Emphasizing environmental considerations, Corwin’s acclaimed lab manual offers a proven format of a pre-laboratory assignment, a stepwise procedure, and a post-laboratory assignment. More than 300,000 students to date in Introductory Chemistry, Preparatory Chemistry, and Allied Health Chemistry have used these bullet-proof experiments successfully. The Sixth Edition features a completely updated interior design, new environmental icons denoting green features, updated pre-labs, and much more. Corwin’s lab manual can be packaged with any Pearson Intro Prep Chemistry book.

Blood for Molasses: A Mississippi Massacre, Rick Ward, 2010, 0982809905, 9780982809907. Blood for Molasses: A Mississippi Massacre based on a true story, is about a slaughter that started over an accidental spilling of molasses. The offended was a prominent white citizen. The offenders were two half-breed black and Indian brothers. They were delivering their products, used for “cutting” whiskey to a saloon in Carrollton, Mississippi in February 1886. However, the incident was only a match that lit the fire for the already-brewing pot. This book is not just about a single incident, rather the moods and attitudes of white supremacy and political domination following post-civil war reconstruction. A small town with a population of only 400, held the political might to tie the hands of the governor, US Congress and President of the United States and to hide it from history for 125 years.

Space Station Science: Life in Free Fall, Marianne J. Dyson, 2004, 0893170593, 9780893170592. In Space Station Science, former NASA mission controller Marianne Dyson explains all the systems needed to keep the International Space Station up and running. Complete with activities that simulate life in space and illustrated with full-color photos and drawings, this insider’s guide will show you what it’s like to live in a space station and how what we learn up there could forever change our lives down here.

The Civil War in Missouri: Essays from the Missouri Historical Review, 1906-2006, William Earl Parrish, 2006, 0962289140, 9780962289149. The twelve essays in this anthology, which appeared in the Missouri Historical Review between 1912 and 2001, explore a variety of topics related to the Civil War in Missouri. These include state government and politics, civilian relief efforts, military actions, prisons, the status of African Americans, and novelists' treatment of the
conflict. William Parrish's carefully crafted introduction places the individual articles within the context of the evolving study of Missouri Civil War history.


Traders and Gentlefolk: The Livingstons of New York, 1675-1790, Cynthia A. Kierner, 1992, 0801426383, 9780801426384. Including among their number a signer of the Declaration of Independence and the founder of an ironworks, the Livingstons were a prominent family in the political, economic, and social life of colonial New York. Drawing on a rich array of sources, Cynthia Kierner vividly recreates the history of four generations of Livingstons and sheds new light on the development of both the elite ideology they represented and of the wider culture of early America. Although New York's colonial elite have been considered self-interested political intriguers, Kierner contends that the Livingstons idealized gentility and public-spiritedness, industry and morality. She shows how New York's most successful traders became gentlefolk without abandoning their entrepreneurial values, how they forged a distinct culture, and how the Revolution ultimately occasioned the rejection of elite political authority. Traders and Gentlefolk focuses on the lives of four members of the family: Robert Livingston, a Scottish emigrant who, with his wife Alida Schuyler, attained substantial political influence and acquired Livingston Manor; their son Philip, whose outstanding commercial talents secured his descendants' financial security; Philip's son, William, an outspoken civic leader and energetic supporter of American independence; and Robert R. Livingston, a jurist and diplomat whose aristocratic temperament prevented him from playing a vital role in post-Revolutionary politics.

Alexis Rockman: the weight of air, Alexis Rockman, Helen Anne Molesworth, Rose Art Museum, 2009, 0976159368, 9780976159360. Disturbingly majestic hurricanes, wind-energy fields, tornadoes, landslides, waterspouts, melting glaciers, forest fires and newly mutant species are some of the subjects of Alexis Rockman's deeply hued and intricately crafted works on paper. Surreal and deeply critical of man's destructive relationship to the environment, the primary works collected in this volume, published to accompany Rockman's first major large-scale museum exhibition in the United States, were all made since 2005. With echoes of J.M.W. Turner, Winslow Homer, Charles Burchfield and Rockman's own inimitable realism, the works surge with a power and flow of color that announces a new direction for this remarkable artist, who has been praised as much for his figurative exactitude as for his wildly imaginative take on what is considered the real. Essays are by the Rose Art Museum's Michael Rush and the Harvard University Art Museums'
Helen Molesworth; the artist interview is by Brett Littman of The Drawing Center in New York.

Stories of Life in the Graceville and Chelmer Area: Recollection, Renewal and Connection to Place, 2012, 0987325140, 9780987325143.

Oxygen Biology and Hypoxia, Helmut Sies, Bernard Brne, 2007, 0123739705, 9780123739704. For over fifty years the Methods in Enzymology series has been the critically acclaimed laboratory standard and one of the most respected publications in the field of biochemistry. The highly relevant material makes it an essential publication for researchers in all fields of life and related sciences. This volume features articles on the topic of oxygen biology and hypoxia.

Olivia Helps with Christmas: with audio recording, Ian Falconer, 2010, 1442427361, 9781442427365. Everyone's favorite Caldecott honor-winning porcine and #1 Kris Cringle enthusiast is helping to make the season brighter than ever. Christmas is coming, and Olivia is incredibly busy. She has to wait for Santa, make sure dad sets up the tree, wait for Santa, watch mom make the Christmas dinner, wait for Santa, oversee the care with which the stockings are hung and, of course, OPEN HER PRESENTS! Do you see how hard it is to be so helpful during the holidays? A lovingly-told and lavishly-illustrated Olivia Helps With Christmas is the perfect stuffing for any stocking, and a bright star atop the Olivia series. Now available as an eBook with audio!


Angler IQ Fishing Log and Calendar 2009: Fishing Log With Moon Phases, Edward Ramos, 2008, 0981621805, 9780981621807. Angler IQ Fishing Log and Calendar 2009, where knowledge is a bent rod! This journal is more than a simple log to record your catch. This log has been created by fishermen for fishermen with the information you need to be your own fishing guide in an easy-to-record format. Also included in this log is a complete calendar with moon phases for the entire year. Keep this journal as a reference for years to come! This log is designed for you to record and track conditions such as water temperature, tides, barometric pressure, water clarity, and much more. The innovative X-Ref section allows you to record your catch by species, which saves you time and the need to flip pages to find successful techniques that YOU have developed. If none of this floats your boat, then enjoy the beautiful pictorials of the Angler IQ girls! The Angler IQ girls will bring some sexy humor with quotes to stimulate your mind as well as your eyes. Go forward and fish first, then write it down!


Presentation Patterns: Techniques for Crafting Better Presentations, Neal Ford, Matthew McCullough, Nathaniel Schutta, 2012, 013296337X, 9780132963374. Presentation Patterns is the first book on presentations that categorizes and organizes the building blocks (or patterns) that you'll need to communicate effectively using presentation tools like Keynote and PowerPoint. Patterns are like the lower-level steps found inside recipes; they are the techniques you must master to be considered a master chef or master presenter. You can use the patterns in this book to construct your own recipes for different contexts, such as business meetings, technical demonstrations, scientific expositions, and keynotes, just to name a few. Although there are no such things as antirecipes, this book shows you lots of antipatterns—things you should avoid doing in presentations. Modern presentation tools often encourage ineffective presentation techniques, but this book shows you how to avoid them. Each pattern is introduced with a memorable name, a definition, and a brief explanation of motivation. Readers learn where the pattern applies, the consequences of applying it, and how to apply it. The authors also identify critical antipatterns: clichés, fallacies, and design mistakes that cause presentations to disappoint. These problems are easy to avoid once you know how. Presentation Patterns will help you Plan what you'll say, who you'll say it to, how long you'll talk, and where you'll present. Perfectly calibrate your presentation to your audience. Use the storyteller's narrative arc to full advantage. Strengthen your credibility and avoid mistakes that hurt it. Hone your message before you ever touch presentation software. Incorporate visuals that support your message instead of hindering it. Create highly effective infodecks that work when you're not able to deliver a talk in person. Construct slides that really communicate and avoid Ant Fonts, Floodmarks, Alienating Artifacts, and other errors. Master 13 powerful techniques for delivering your presentation with power, authority, and clarity. Whether you use this book as a handy reference or read it from start to finish, it will be a revelation: an entirely new language for systematically planning, creating, and delivering more powerful presentations. You'll quickly find it indispensable no matter what you're presenting, who your audiences are, or what message you're driving home.